
Y10 Spring: Drama + Theatre Component 2 
Stage 1: Research 

● What key themes have you extracted from your stimulus
● Has your group created an initial mind map/ shared thoughts 

and ideas based on your stimulus? 
● Have you engaged with Books, Websites and 

Documentaries based on your stimulus to create an Artistic 
Intent? 

Stage 2: Improvisation 
● What Scenarios has your company set up? 
● Have you completed any hot seating, Freeze Frames, Role 

on the Wall? 
● Have you recorded any of your improvisation and debriefed? 
● What were the best bits? And what character did you begin 

to create?

Stage 3: Generation 

What are you utilising from the list below? 

Genre: Comedy, Historical, Tragedy, Horror, Action,Murdery Mystery, Crime, Thriller
Practitioners: Brecht, Stanislavski, Berkoff, Artaud, Boal, Grotowksi, Blythe
Conventions: Tableau, Slow Motion,Freeze Frame, Monologue, Flashback, 
Movement, Mime, Voice over
Form: Play, Physical Theatre, Pantomime, Mime, Musical, Verbatim, Forum, TiE

Stage 4: Structure

● How does your piece start and end? 
● Is your piece linear or non linear? 
● When is the climax of the piece? 
● What does the narrative arc look like?
● What does your individual character arc look 

like?

Stage 5: Develop

● Does your piece fulfil your artistic intent? 
● Does your piece reflect your stimulus? 
● Which sections are weaker? How can they be improved? 
● Have you used an outside eye to watch the piece? 

Stage 6: Rehearse & Refine

● Have you rehearsed your piece with Lighting, Sound + Costume 
from start to finish? Are you able to confidently use your props? 

● Have you recorded and watched your piece back? What was 
your self and group reflections?



Y10 Spring: Drama + Theatre Component 2 

Homework Tasks Completed?

1 Create a mindmap of initial ideas in response to your stimulus.

2 Attempt Uta Hagen’s 9 questions in response to one of your characters in your C2 piece. 

3 Read the stage 3 box and note down when and where you have used Generation skills 
below. 

4 Write a monologue for one of your characters. 

5 Write a PEE paragraph on a section of your devised piece that you have developed

We developed ________ section because….
We developed this section by….
This was successful because…

6 Write a PEE paragraph on either a physical or vocal skill you have utilised during your 
performance. This is a reflection, so it could be a skill you used well or a skill you should 
further develop. 


